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IntroductionIntroduction

google is the most popular search google is the most popular search 
engine today, and many people engine today, and many people 
use to find information on the use to find information on the 

InternetInternet



Searching using Google’s rulesSearching using Google’s rules

 Google searches for all words Google searches for all words 
 Google ignores many common Google ignores many common 

words words 
 Google finds results anywhere Google finds results anywhere 

in a document in a document 
 Google cares about word order: Google cares about word order: 

The first word is the most The first word is the most 
important in a search, and so important in a search, and so 
on, reading left to right on, reading left to right 



Searching using Google’s Searching using Google’s 
rules (2)rules (2)
 Google returns pages ordered by Google returns pages ordered by 

PageRank PageRank 
 Proximity matters: If the words in Proximity matters: If the words in 

your search are close together in a your search are close together in a 
result result 

 Google is case-insensitive Google is case-insensitive 
 Simple Google searches are limited Simple Google searches are limited 

to ten keywords to ten keywords 
 Google finds its results depending on Google finds its results depending on 

words that occur in Web pages words that occur in Web pages 



Effectively searchingEffectively searching

 Be specific: Targeted keywords Be specific: Targeted keywords 
work better than more general work better than more general 
keywords keywords 

 Use both singular and plural Use both singular and plural 
forms of words: To Google, forms of words: To Google, 
singular and plural forms of singular and plural forms of 
words are different words words are different words 

 Use distinctive and important Use distinctive and important 
keywordskeywords



Features Google SearchFeatures Google Search

 The Google The Google 
calculatorcalculator  

 Finding out Finding out 
about stocksabout stocks  

 Getting travel Getting travel 
informationinformation  

 Google Google 
AnswersAnswers  

 Google Google 
DirectoryDirectory  

 Google GroupsGoogle Groups  
 Google ImagesGoogle Images  
 Google Google 

Language Language 
ToolsTools  

 Google NewsGoogle News  
 Google Google 

ScholarScholar  
 Google VideoGoogle Video  



Validating Results on the WebValidating Results on the Web
 Is the information published by a reputable Is the information published by a reputable 

source source 
 Does the publisher of the page have a Does the publisher of the page have a 

vested interest (particularly an undisclosed vested interest (particularly an undisclosed 
vested interest) in the subject of the vested interest) in the subject of the 
information? information? 

 Is the Web page (and its parent site) Is the Web page (and its parent site) 
internally consistent and put together internally consistent and put together 
carefully? carefully? 

 Does the page contain strident pop-up ads Does the page contain strident pop-up ads 
or adult material? or adult material? 

 Are purported “facts” on a page, particularly Are purported “facts” on a page, particularly 
if they are seemingly unlikely, given if they are seemingly unlikely, given 
attribution (via a hyperlink, or perhaps by attribution (via a hyperlink, or perhaps by 
referring to a book)?referring to a book)?

 If the page contains information about when If the page contains information about when 
it was updated, is it fresh or stale?it was updated, is it fresh or stale?



Delivering and Automating Delivering and Automating 
Research ResultsResearch Results

 Knowing Your Audience:Knowing Your Audience:
- Government agency: Usually - Government agency: Usually 
requires a formal presentation requires a formal presentation 
involving reports and involving reports and 
documentationdocumentation
- Government agency (risk - Government agency (risk 
assessment): Ranges from very assessment): Ranges from very 
informal to elaborate presentations informal to elaborate presentations 
and documentationand documentation
- Academic (high schools, colleges, - Academic (high schools, colleges, 
and graduate): Requires formal and graduate): Requires formal 
documentation such as a term documentation such as a term 
paper or peer-reviewed articlepaper or peer-reviewed article



Knowing Your Audience:Knowing Your Audience:

- Business (competitive and - Business (competitive and 
strategic intelligence): strategic intelligence): 
Ranges from very informal to Ranges from very informal to 
highly structured, involving highly structured, involving 
in-person presentations and in-person presentations and 
extensive documentationextensive documentation
- Business (product - Business (product 
management): Informal management): Informal 
assessment of course of assessment of course of 
action, PowerPoint slide action, PowerPoint slide 
presentationspresentations  



Presenting Research ResultsPresenting Research Results

 How you present research results depends How you present research results depends 
upon many factors, including the upon many factors, including the 
circumstances of the research assignment circumstances of the research assignment 
and what the client has requested (and and what the client has requested (and 
what you are being paid to do). Some what you are being paid to do). Some 
possibilities are to personally present possibilities are to personally present 
information, write up a paper, provide a information, write up a paper, provide a 
PowerPoint presentation, use e-mail, PowerPoint presentation, use e-mail, 
present information on the Web, or create present information on the Web, or create 
a Web-based application for presentation. a Web-based application for presentation. 
You may also want, need, or be required to You may also want, need, or be required to 
combine these research delivery combine these research delivery 
mechanisms.mechanisms.



Presenting Research Results Presenting Research Results 
(2)(2)

 In some cases, the format of In some cases, the format of 
research assignments may be research assignments may be 
determined by your client, determined by your client, 
depending on the industry the depending on the industry the 
client is in. client is in. 



The EndThe End

Thanks for you attentionThanks for you attention
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